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Founded in 2003 as part of the newly built arts centre, Oxford House
Gallery is a light, modern and ideally located East End space
available to rent at an affordable price for solo or group art
exhibitions.

In

fitting

with

the

philosophy

of

Oxford

House

community centre we welcome artists from all walks of life and
encourage first time exhibitors.
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Gallery
The gallery at Oxford House spans two levels- the upper and lower galleriesfrom the front entrance a wooden ramp leads down a gently sloping corridor,
creating an enticing viewing experience.

Down a small flight of stairs is the lower gallery, with yet more wall space for
hanging framed work as well as a covered alcove- ideal for setting up a film
projection or installation.
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Gallery Hanging System
Oxford House Gallery uses the CLIP-RAIL MAX wall system to hang artwork
quickly and effectively. We ask that all artists bring work ready to hang.

If displaying framed pictures or canvas you will need to have already attached two
picture hooks to the back of the piece of work. Suitable picture hooks are-d-rings or
mirror plates with large holes–that will fit hook end of roughly 1cm.
Picture hooks should be attached at least 6cm down and 3cm inwards from the top
edge of the work.
If your artwork is unsuitable for this form of hanging we can discuss alternative
methods.
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Wall measurements
Below are the measurements in centimetres of the lengths of our gallery walls.
All walls (apart from those noted) are fitted with the gallery hanging system.
There are a number of walls (including some not on this list) that are suitable
for hanging smaller works if needed.
Upper gallery

Wall 1- Upper gallery facing reception 475cm
Wall 2- sloping ramp 1781cm
Wall 2- beyond ramp 644cm
Wall 3- facing entrance (no hanging rail system) 315cm
Wall 4- before theatre door (no hanging rail system) 92cm
Wall 4- after theatre door (no hanging rail system) 326cm

Lower gallery

Wall 1- by stairs 500cm
Wall 2- facing stairs (projector wall) 500cm wide 188cm high
Wall 3- next to projector wall 800cm
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Other Spaces
Oxford House also offers a variety of other spaces to rent. If you would like to
host a talk or workshop alongside your exhibition, we have a theatre space
with screen and projector as well as a number of office rooms and studio
spaces. For more details on these rooms, prices and availability please
contact us through our website.

More information on the terms and conditions for hanging work in our galleries and
renting our spaces will be provided if you do decide to exhibit at Oxford House.
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